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SECTION _ A

Answer allquestions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Describe the flowchart symbols.

2. State the structure ol a C program.

3. Define variable.

4. What is enumeraled data type ?

5. Describe how a string is stored in an array.

6. Whal is the use of fprintf0 ?

^ 7. What is an automatic storage class variable ?

- 8. What is the use of strcmp function ?

9. What are global variables ?

10. What is the use ol dynamic memory allocation ?
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Answerany Squestions. Each question carries2 marks.

'1 1.. Distinguish between highlevel and low-level languages.

12. Distinguish between source code and object code.
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'13. Describe lhe basic data types in C.

'14. Describe the relational operators in C.

15. Describe how will you pass and return arguments lrom functions.

16. Describe lhe else-rt ladder in C.

'17. Describe the various graphic functions.

18. Distinguish between break and continue statements.

19. Distinguish between structure tag and structure variable.

20. Describe the ditferences between unary and binary operators.

21 . Write a program to find the sum and average ol "n" numbers.

22, Distinguish between strcpy and strcat functions.

SECTION - C

Answerany 6 queslions. Each question carries 4 marks.

23. Define algorithm and flowchart. Explain these with an appropriate example.

24. Explain ditferent language translators. Discuss thelr merits and demerits.

25. Write shod note on various storage classes rn C.

26. Describe the concept ol pointers. Explain this with a simple program.

27. Describe the various library functions for file handling.

28. Describe the use of header files. Explain any lour header files used in C programs.

29. Discuss the syntaxes of new and delete operators with a simple program,

30. Write program to get a matrix A. Then find its transpose AT. Also check A == Ar.

31. Write a program to find the largest and smallest numberfrom a given array without
sorting.
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SECTION _ D
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Answerany 2 questions. Each question carries l 5 marks.

32. Describe the concept of recursion. Write a program to Iind the value of "nCf' using

recursion.

33. Explain the use ol dynamic memory allocation operators with syntaxes. Write

program to swap two numbers using call by reference.

34. Describe how a string is represented in an array. Explain two dimensional arrays

Ior numbers and strings. Write a program to read a line oI string and count the

no.ol vowels, consonants and numbers.

35. Explain various loop structures. Write a program to convert a number into equivalent

words. (Eg. 123 as One Two Three)


